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2018 Review of UK Parliament Constituencies
Draft Revised Proposals for Clackmannanshire, Falkirk, Fife, Perth &
Kinross and Stirling council areas
Action required
1. The Commission is invited to consider responses to the initial and secondary
consultation on its Initial Proposals and whether it wishes to make changes to its
proposals for Clackmannanshire, Falkirk, Fife, Perth & Kinross and Stirling
council areas.
Background
2. These constituency designs are based on a UK electoral quota of 74,769.2
electors and parliamentary electorate figures from the December 2015 Electoral
Register. The electorate of constituencies has to be within 5% of the electoral
quota, namely no fewer than 71,031 and no more than 78,507, unless the area
of a constituency exceeds 12,000 square kilometres. No constituency may
exceed 13,000 square kilometres.
3. The Commission’s Initial Proposals offered 5 constituencies for Fife and Perth &
Kinross council areas and 3 constituencies for Clackmannanshire, Falkirk and
Stirling council areas.
4. This paper considers an Option linking these groups to create 8 constituencies
within the 5 council areas to address concerns raised during the consultations.
5. The total electorate in the 5 council areas is 591,553, giving a theoretical
entitlement to 7.91 constituencies (Clackmannanshire, Falkirk and Stirling
council areas with 216,111 electors and entitlement of 2.89 constituencies, and
Perth & Kinross and Stirling council areas with 375,442 electors and entitlement
of 5.02 constituencies). It is possible, therefore, to design 8 constituencies
exactly covering the combined council areas, with electorates within the limits
set by the legislation.
6. The Commission's Initial Proposals for this area (see table 1 below) comprise 5
constituencies which exactly cover Fife and Perth & Kinross council areas and 3
constituencies which exactly cover Clackmannanshire, Falkirk and Stirling council
areas. A map of the constituencies is at Appendix A.
Constituency
Clackmannanshire
and Stirling North
Falkirk
Stirling South
Dunfermline
Glenrothes and
Kirkcaldy

Council areas

Wards (2007–2017)

electorate

Clackmannanshire
Stirling

All
1, 3, 4, 5(part), 6(part),
7(part)
1, 2(part), 6-9
2(part), 3-5
2, 5(part), 6(part),
7(part)
1-6
11-16, 23(part)

71,122

Falkirk
Falkirk
Stirling
Fife
Fife

73,839
71,150
78,254
71,677
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Constituency
Kinross-shire and
Cowdenbeath
North East Fife
Perthshire

Council areas

Wards (2007–2017)

Fife
7-10
Perth & Kinross
6-9
Fife
17-22, 23(part)
Perth & Kinross
1-5, 10-12
Table 1. Initial Proposals

electorate

Difference
from EQ

75,780
76,900
72,831

1.3%
2.8%
-2.6%

Main themes from Public Consultations
7. Approximately 250 responses were received during the two consultation periods
for Clackmannanshire, Falkirk, Fife, Perth & Kinross and Stirling council areas.
These responses were made at public hearings during the initial consultation
and via the portal, email or other written submission during both the initial and
secondary consultations.
17 all-Scotland responses were submitted. All
responses, however received, are available to view on the portal and the number
in brackets following a respondent’s name refers to the portal id to facilitate
searching. Paper copies can be made available to the Commission as required.
The summary at Annex 1 covers all representations received.
8. During the consultation on the Initial Proposals the main theme to arise was
opposition to the proposed Kinross-shire and Cowdenbeath constituency, with
approximately 170 responses in opposition. Residents in both Perthshire and
Fife advise there are no links between Perthshire, and Fife.
9. There were also approximately 20 responses opposing the Initial Proposals in
Stirling because both the city and council area have been split between
constituencies.
Consideration of Representations
10. The existing constituencies in this area comprise 9 constituencies covering
Clackmannanshire, Falkirk, Fife, Perth & Kinross, Stirling and part of West
Lothian council areas.
11. The Commission’s Initial Proposals grouped Clackmannanshire, Falkirk and
Stirling council areas to create 3 constituencies, and Perth & Kinross and Stirling
council areas to create 5 constituencies. West Lothian was grouped with City of
Edinburgh council area.
12. It is possible for the Commission to combine these two groupings although it
creates a low average electorate (73,944 electors) per constituency. Option 1
described below links these two groupings and aims to resolve the main issues
raised during the consultations.
13. The existing Stirling UK Parliament constituency was coterminous with the
council area boundary. Due to the electoral quota for this review it is not
possible for the Commission to design constituencies coterminous with any
council area boundaries within this grouping.
Fife and Perth & Kinross
14. The Commission received approximately 170 responses opposing the proposed
Kinross-shire and Cowdenbeath constituency. The responses were received
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from electors in both Fife and Perth & Kinross. They oppose the proposed
Kinross-shire and Cowdenbeath constituency on the following grounds:
 there are no links between rural Perthshire (Auchterarder, Crieff, Comrie,
Bridge of Earn) and urban Fife (Burntisland, Cowdenbeath, Kelty, Kirkcaldy,
Lochgelly);
 historically these areas in Perthshire and Fife have never been linked
within the same constituency;
 there are no economic, education, shopping, historic, natural, social,
geographic, cultural, , or public transport links between Perthshire and
Fife;
 alternative suggestions to link south Perthshire and Kinross-shire with
north Stirlingshire would be preferable as these areas have historic links
and are linked by the A9 and A85 roads and by a rail line. Electors in
Perthshire look towards Dunblane, Stirling or Perth for amenities and not
Fife;
 fear that an MP may prioritise issues with electors in urban areas in Fife,
rather than issues raised in rural Perthshire such as farming, tourism or
broadband connectivity;
 concern that it will be difficult to attend MP surgeries due to the large area
of the constituency;
 constituencies based on grouping Fife and Clackmannanshire council
areas and grouping Stirling, Falkirk and Perth & Kinross council areas
would be preferable.
 alternative suggestions to link Fife with Clackmannanshire would be
preferable; and
 an area of Kirkcaldy is included within the proposed constituency.
15. During the consultations there was no support for the proposed Kinross-shire
and Cowdenbeath constituency.
16. A number of respondents support the proposed Perthshire constituency
boundary but suggest retaining the existing constituency name of Perth and
North Perthshire. The existing constituency boundary is similar to the Initial
Proposals with the exception of a small area north west of Perth, containing few
electors.
17. The Commission received little opposition to its Initial Proposals elsewhere in
Fife or Perthshire.
18. The Commission received some alternative suggestions based on designing
constituencies within Fife or within Fife and Perth & Kinross council areas but
these only considered local issues and did not address issues raised elsewhere.
One respondent made an alternative suggestion in Fife but acknowledged that
changes to the Initial Proposals in North East Fife would likely result in
opposition.
Stirling
19. A number of respondents oppose the Initial Proposals that split both the city and
council area of Stirling. They advise:
 historically Stirling has always been placed within a single constituency;
 the Initial Proposals break community ties between Stirling and Carse
(area of flat farmland to the west of Stirling);
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no strong geographical, historic or communication links exist within the
proposed Stirling South constituency that combine urban areas in Falkirk
with rural Stirlingshire;
suggestions to create a constituency that links Stirlingshire with the
southern parts of Perthshire as the two areas have common links;
no geographic, cultural or community links between Stirling and
Clackmannanshire; and
suggestions to create constituencies based on grouping Fife and
Clackmannanshire council areas and grouping Stirling, Falkirk and Perth &
Kinross council areas.

20. Some respondents from Stirling supported the alternative suggestion for an allScotland constituency design based on using whole wards. Unfortunately this
suggestion designs constituencies based on an alternative grouping of council
areas that would include North Lanarkshire. It would therefore necessitate
consequential changes to constituency boundaries elsewhere.
Clackmannanshire
21. Responses in Clackmannanshire opposed the Initial Proposals by Stirling and
wish to retain the existing constituency boundary. Clackmannanshire is currently
within an Ochil and South Perthshire constituency.
Falkirk
22. There was some opposition to the Initial Proposals in Falkirk as they split the
council area between two constituencies and created an urban-rural Stirling
South constituency which has no links between urban areas such as Larbert or
Stenhousemuir and rural Loch Lomond. There was also opposition to the
proposed boundary at Skinflats.
23. Falkirk council area is currently split between two constituencies (Falkirk and
Linlithgow and East Falkirk).
24. Option 1 creates urban constituencies and rural constituencies rather than an
urban-rural constituency.
25. Due to the low average electorate within the Clackmannanshire, Falkirk, Stirling
grouping, the Initial Proposals split the Grangemouth ward to ensure the
proposed Stirling South constituency was within the electoral quota. Option 1,
described below, retains the Grangemouth ward boundary and places Skinflats
within the same constituency as Grangemouth to retain close links between
these two areas.
26. There was also a suggestion to place Larbert and Stenhousemuir within a Falkirk
constituency, keeping communities within Falkirk council area in a Falkirk
constituency. The electorate of Falkirk council area is 115,242, this is above the
electorate quota for this review.
Alternative Options - Option 1
27. The Commission is invited to consider an alternative option which combines the
two groupings of Fife and Perth & Kinross council areas with Clackmannanshire,
Falkirk and Stirling council areas to create a single grouping for 8 constituencies.
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Option 1 aims to address the issues presented during the public consultation
periods.
28. Option 1 addresses the issues raised regarding the proposed Kinross-shire and
Cowdenbeath constituency. It keeps areas in Fife such as Cowdenbeath within a
Fife constituency and links south Perthshire with Stirlingshire as suggested
during the consultations.
29. Perth & Kinross Council also suggested combining the two groupings of council
areas to improve the Initial Proposals and resolve concerns raised in south
Perthshire. Both Option 1 and the alternative suggestion from Perth & Kinross
Council design constituencies that are similar by linking four south Perthshire
wards with three Stirling wards to create one constituency and linking three
Stirling wards and three Falkirk wards to create another constituency.
30. Option 1 retains three constituencies from the Initial Proposals: Perthshire;
Glenrothes; and Kirkcaldy and North East Fife.
31. Option 1 makes a minor amendment to the boundary between the proposed
Falkirk and Stirling South constituencies at Skinflats. The proposed boundary
follows a ward boundary and aims to improve local links between Skinflats and
Grangemouth.
32. Option 1 only splits two wards. Fife ward 23, between Buckhaven and East
Wemyss, is split by following the same boundary as the Initial Proposals, a
community council boundary. Fife ward 3 (Dunfermline Central) is split by partly
following a new ward boundary, historic ward boundary and Crossford
community council area boundary. It places Dunfermline within two
constituencies splitting the electorate of Dunfermline broadly in half, with
around 55% of the electorate in Dunfermline North and Mid Fife constituency and
45% in Clackmannanshire and Dunfermline South constituency.
33. Option 1 also allows the Commission to consider extending the proposed
Glenrothes and Kirkcaldy constituency boundary to the west of Kirkcaldy.
34. The Initial Proposals split Stirling between two constituencies for the first time
and the proposed boundary did not follow a recognisable boundary or feature.
Option 1 places the city of Stirling within a single constituency.
35. Option 1 creates one constituency covering three council areas. The Commission
could consider linking the whole of Clackmannanshire with Fife but it would
result in three constituencies covering Falkirk, Stirling and South Perthshire with
an average electorate of 71,198. The minimum electorate for this review is
71,031. A further alternative could extend a Stirlingshire and south Perthshire
constituency into the proposed Perthshire constituency but this results in
consequential changes to the Initial Proposals elsewhere and would not improve
on the Initial Proposals.
Option 1
Constituency

Council areas

Wards (2007–
2017)

electorate

Difference
from EQ
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Constituency

Council areas

Clackmannanshire
and Dunfermline
South
Dunfermline North
and Mid Fife
East Stirlingshire

Clackmannanshire
Fife

West Stirlingshire
and South
Perthshire
Falkirk
Glenrothes and
Kirkcaldy
North East Fife
Perthshire

Fife
Falkirk
Stirling
Clackmannanshire
Perth & Kinross
Stirling
Falkirk
Fife
Fife

Wards (2007–
2017)
2-5
1, 3(part), 4-5
2, 3(part), 610
3-5
4-7
1
6-9
1-3
1, 2, 6-9
11-16,
23(part)

17-22,
23(part)
Perth & Kinross
1-5, 10-12
Table 2. Option 1

electorate

Difference
from EQ

71,443

-4.4%

76,776

2.7%

75,441

0.9%

72,393
74,092
71,677

-3.2%
-0.9%
-4.2%

76,900
72,831

2.8%
-2.6%

36. The advantages of Option 1 are that it:
 aims to resolve the main issues raised during the consultations by
grouping all 5 council areas;
 retains 3 constituencies (Perthshire; Glenrothes and Kirkcaldy and North
East Fife) where there has been little opposition to the Initial Proposals;
 places the city of Stirling within a single constituency to maintain local
ties;
 makes a minor change to the proposed Falkirk constituency boundary to
improve local ties between Skinflats and Grangemouth;
 avoids an urban-rural constituencies (Kinross-shire and Cowdenbeath
and Stirling South) with few links;
 mostly adopts the alternative suggestion from Perth & Kinross Council,
which has been supported by other respondents, to link the five council
areas to create a south Perthshire and Stirlingshire constituency; and
 only splits 2 wards, while the Initial Proposals splits 5 ward boundaries.
37. The disadvantages of Option 1 are that it:
 creates a West Stirlingshire and South Perthshire constituency covering
three council areas; and
 splits Dunfermline between two constituencies.
Alternative Option - Buckhaven, Fife
38. The Scottish Liberal Democrats and Willie Rennie MSP suggest amending the
boundary between the proposed North East Fife and Glenrothes and Kirkcaldy
constituencies by Buckhaven to improve the electoral balance between these two
constituencies. The Commission’s proposed boundary follows a community
council boundary in open farmland between Buckhaven and East Wemyss
creating a clear demarcation between the constituencies. Buckhaven and Methil
have been split between the historic constituencies of Kirkcaldy and Central Fife.
There are approximately 3,800 electors in Buckhaven and the table below shows
the approximate electorate following transfer of Buckhaven to the proposed
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Glenrothes and Kirkcaldy constituency, with the proposed boundary following
the Buckhaven community council area boundary. The existing Glenrothes UK
Parliament constituency includes Buckhaven and East Wemyss. The Scottish
Parliament constituency of Kirkcaldy includes Buckhaven, East Wemyss and
Methil. Historically the UK Parliament constituency boundary has varied by
Buckhaven and it has been placed within a constituency with East Wemyss and
also with Leven. See Appendix C for map of Buckhaven.
39. The Scottish Liberal Democrats made no other suggestions to amend the
boundary to improve electoral balance between other constituencies. The
proposed Dunfermline constituency with 78,254 electors is near the maximum
of the electoral quota and neighbouring Stirling North is near the lower limit with
71,122 electors.
Constituency
Electorate Buckhaven electorate
Electorate
(Initial Proposals)
(approx.)
(approx.)
Glenrothes and Kirkcaldy
71,677
+3,800 approx
75,477
North East Fife
76,900
-3,800 approx
73,100
Table 3 - Scottish Liberal Democrats suggestion by Buckhaven
Alternative Option - Kirkcaldy
40. Some respondents have suggested amending the proposed constituency
boundary to the west of the Kirkcaldy, between the proposed Kinross-shire and
Cowdenbeath and Kirkcaldy and Glenrothes constituencies. They advise that the
proposed boundary partly splits Kirkcaldy between constituencies and wish to
include the whole of Kirkcaldy within a single constituency.
41. The proposed constituency boundary west of the Kirkcaldy follows a ward
boundary. Housing developments in Fife ward 10 Burntisland, Kinghorn and
Western Kirkcaldy have expanded Kirkcaldy in a western and southern direction.
There are approximately 2,230 electors west of the A910 and 1,420 electors
south of Kirkcaldy, between the railway line and coast, see Appendix D.
42. The recent ward boundary review has retained the existing ward boundary to the
west of Kirkcaldy and during the review, this boundary received little comment
during its consultations.
43. There are few historic, geographic or recognisable boundaries to the west of
Kirkcaldy. The Commission could consider a historic (1995) ward boundary to
the west of Kirkcaldy and the railway line to the south.
Constituency
Electorate
West Kirkcaldy
Electorate
(Initial Proposals)
electorate (approx.)
(approx.)
Glenrothes and Kirkcaldy
71,677
+3,650 approx
75,327
Kinross-shire
and
76,784
-3,650 approx
73,134
Cowdenbeath
Table 4 – Suggestion to amend boundary west of Kirkcaldy
Constituency names
44. The constituency names in this paper are provisional. The Commission will have
the opportunity to review all constituency names and designations prior to the
publication of its Revised Proposals.
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45. The Commission set out its guidelines for selecting constituency names in its
Policies and Procedures booklet for this review.
46. A number of respondents have suggested alternative names for constituencies
within this grouping.
Proposed constituency name
Perthshire
Kinross-shire and Cowdenbeath
Clackmannanshire
North

and

Suggested alternative constituency name
Perth and North Perthshire
Kinross, Cowdenbeath/Mid Fife, and South
Perthshire/Earnside
Kinross, Mid Fife, and Earnside.
Stirling Stirling North and Clackmannanshire

Table 5 – Constituency names
47. The most popular suggestion has been to rename the proposed Perthshire
constituency as Perth and North Perthshire. The existing constituency name is
Perth and North Perthshire. The Initial Proposals make only a minor change to
the existing constituency boundary.
48. Alternative constituency names have been suggested based on the Commissions
Initial Proposals but these will depend on whether Commission retains Initial
Proposals or adopts Options 1.
49. One comment opposed the proposed Falkirk constituency name because the
name is misleading as the council area and constituency boundary are not
coterminous. No alternative constituency name was provided. The Commission’s
Policy and Procedures booklet states “not to use the same name for a
constituency and a council area unless the two are coterminous.” However the
existing Falkirk constituency is not coterminous with the council area boundary.
An alternative constituency name could be Falkirk, Grangemouth and Bo’ness.
50. Historical UK Parliament constituency names within this grouping that the
Commission may also wish to consider include: Central Fife; Dunfermline and
West Fife; East Fife; North East Fife; West Fife; Falkirk; Falkirk East; Falkirk West;
Stirling and Falkirk Burghs; Stirling; Falkirk and Grangemouth; Clackmannan and
East Stirlingshire; Stirling; West Stirlingshire; Ochil; Ochil and South Perthshire;
Kirkcaldy; Kirkcaldy and Cowdenbeath; Kirkcaldy Burghs; Kinross and West
Perthshire; Perth and Kinross; Dunfermline; Dunfermline Burghs; Dunfermline
East; Dunfermline West.
Conclusion
51. Most of the responses to the consultations in these areas oppose the proposed
Kinross-shire and Cowdenbeath constituency. The respondents state that the
proposed constituency covers two very different areas with few links between
them. There has also been some opposition to the division of Stirling between
two constituencies and the creation of urban rural constituencies.
52. Option 1 aims to improve the Initial Proposals by addressing the main issues
raised and considering suggestions to link south Perthshire with Stirlingshire. It
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retains three constituencies from the Initial Proposals and makes a minor change
to one other constituency to improve local ties by Grangemouth.
53. The proposed constituency boundary to the west of Kirkcaldy follows a ward
boundary. The recent ward boundary review has retained the existing ward
boundary in this area because there was little comment in this area during the
consultations on ward boundaries.
54. The Scottish Liberal Democrats have suggested amending the boundary by
Buckhaven between the proposed North East Fife and Glenrothes and Kirkcaldy
constituencies to improve the electoral balance between the constituencies.
However they have not suggested improving the electoral balance in other areas.
55. The Initial Proposals split Stirling between constituencies, Option 1 splits
Dunfermline between constituencies.
56. The low average electorate within this grouping limits alternative designs and
Option 1 proposes a West Stirlingshire and South Perthshire constituency that
covers three council areas.
57. The Initial Proposals split five wards, Option 1 splits 2 wards.
58. Some responses have suggested alternative constituency boundaries but they
only consider the existing grouping and may resolve issues in Fife or their
specific area do not consider consequential changes elsewhere.
59. A number of respondents have suggested retaining the existing Perth and North
Perthshire constituency name as the existing constituency boundary is similar to
the Initial Proposals.
60. There has been little opposition to the proposed Dunfermline, North East Fife
and Perthshire constituencies.
Recommendations
61. Taking into account all of the evidence arising from the public consultations on
the Initial Proposals, the Secretariat invites the Commission to decide whether:
 to adopt without amendment the Initial Proposals for Clackmannanshire,
Falkirk and Stirling council areas and for Fife and Perth & Kinross as the
Commission’s Revised Proposals (as in Appendix A), subject to
consideration of all other constituencies;
 to adopt the alternative boundaries from Option 1, that retain 3
constituencies from the Initial Proposals, make a minor change to one
other constituency to improve local ties by Grangemouth and address
issues raised in Fife, Perth & Kinross and Stirling council areas;
 to amend the proposed constituency boundary by Buckhaven as
suggested by the Scottish Liberal Democrats to improve the electoral
balance between constituencies;
 to amend the proposed constituency boundary west of Kirkcaldy; and
 to amend its proposals for constituency names.
Secretariat
June 2017
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Annex 1 – Summary of Representations received during public consultations
National political parties – Initial Consultation
62. The Scottish Conservative and Unionist Party (9038, 9031) oppose the proposed
Kinross-shire and Cowdenbeath constituency as there are no links between rural
Perthshire and Fife. They advise there are approx. 25,00 electors in Strathearn,
whose area is not represented in the constituency name, who have no ties with
coastal Fife but closer ties with Stirlingshire. They note the low electorate within
the Clackmannanshire, Falkirk and Stirling grouping which as a consequence has
split Stirling between constituencies with a boundary that does not follow any
recognisable features. They have suggested retaining the proposed North East
Fife and Glenrothes and Kirkcaldy constituencies in Fife and grouping Fife with
Clackmannanshire to design similar constituencies to the previous UK Parliament
boundary review. They further suggest creating a Perthshire and Badenoch
constituency because there are close links between north Perthshire and
Strathspey that follow the A9 road, within a new grouping of Argyll & Bute,
Falkirk, Highland, Moray, Perth & Kinross and Stirling council areas. They have
also suggested a Clackmannanshire, Dunblane and Milngavie constituency that
includes Clackmannanshire, three Stirling wards and Milngavie from East
Dunbartonshire council area.
63. The Scottish Labour Party (9302) supported the Commissions proposed
constituencies within the Clackmannanshire, Falkirk and Stirling grouping. They
made no comment on the Initial Proposals in Fife and Perth & Kinross council
areas.
64. The Scottish Liberal Democrats (9351) support the alternative suggestion from
Willie Rennie MSP to amend the boundary between the proposed North East Fife
and Glenrothes and Kirkcaldy constituencies at Buckhaven, to provide a similar
electoral balance between the two constituencies.
65. The national office of the Scottish National Party did not respond to the public
consultation.
National political parties – Secondary Consultation
66. The Scottish Conservative and Unionist Party (9907) noted the large number of
responses opposing the proposed Kinross-shire and Cowdenbeath constituency.
They ask the Commission to review its Initial Proposals and consider their
alternative suggestion, as well as the suggestion from Alexander Stewart MSP
and Perth & Kinross Council. They have also made a further suggestion to extend
the boundary of the proposed Glenrothes and Kirkcaldy constituency westwards
to include all of Kirkcaldy within a single constituency.
67. The Scottish Labour Party (9878) responded during the secondary consultation in
this area but offered no further comment.
Local political parties – Initial Consultation
68. The SNP Bridge of Allan and Logie Branch (8986) object to the Initial Proposals as
they split Stirling between constituencies, breaking community ties. They believe
the proposed Clackmannanshire and Stirling North constituency covers a large
area making it challenging for an MP to meet with constituents. They also advise
that historically Stirling has never been split between constituencies.
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MPs and MSPs – Initial Consultation
69. Willie Rennie MSP (8815, 9063) generally supports the Initial Proposals but
suggests amending the boundary between the proposed North East Fife and
Glenrothes and Kirkcaldy constituencies to provide a more equal electorate
between these constituencies. He suggests that the proposed boundary should
lie between Buckhaven and Methil rather than between Buckhaven and East
Wemyss. He advises there is no natural boundary between communities in this
area so wherever the boundary lies it may split communities.
70. Alexander Stewart MSP and Perth & Kinross Councillor (8998) opposes the
proposed Kinross-shire and Cowdenbeath constituency because south Perthshire
and south Fife are two very different communities with no natural, transport,
economic or historical links. He states: south Perthshire is a rural area while
south Fife is a more densely populated urban area; historically these areas have
never been linked as a constituency; and there are closer natural links between
south Perthshire and Stirlingshire that follow the A9 and A85 roads.
71. Murdo Fraser MSP (8046) supports the proposed Perthshire constituency but
suggests renaming it Perth and North Perthshire. He opposes the proposed
Kinross-shire and Cowdenbeath constituency because there are no historic,
geographic or economic links between south Perthshire and Cowdenbeath. He
suggests designing a constituency that links south Perthshire with Stirlingshire
as there are strong economic, social and transport links between these areas.
72. Liz Smith MSP (7986) opposes the proposed Kinross-shire and Cowdenbeath
constituency because there are no historic links between Cowdenbeath or
Kirkcaldy and south Perthshire and both areas have their own identities. She
suggests that Perthshire has closer links with Stirlingshire, and
Clackmannanshire with Fife.
73. Pete Wishart MP (7998) supports the proposed Perthshire constituency but
suggests renaming it Perth and North Perthshire, as it better describes the area
and communities within the constituency.
Lords, MPs and MSPs – Secondary Consultation
74. Alexander Stewart MSP (9667) has added to his earlier representation and states
that south Perthshire and rural Stirlingshire have close natural and historic ties.
He supports the alternative suggestion from the Scottish Conservative and
Unionist Party to create a Perth and Badenoch constituency, citing close links,
such as the A9 and Cairngorms National Park, between northern Perthshire and
Badenoch and Strathspey in Highland council area. He suggests linking Fife with
Clackmannanshire to create: Clackmannanshire & Fife South; Dunfermline &
Kirkcaldy; Glenrothes & Kirkcaldy constituencies; and amending the boundary by
the west of Kirkcaldy to keep Kirkcaldy within a single constituency.
75. Lord Forsyth of Drumlean (9822) opposes the division of Stirling between
constituencies. He supports the alternative suggestion from Perth & Kinross
Council to link urban areas in Falkirk and Stirling and linking rural areas in
Perthshire and Stirlingshire because they have common links. He also supports
the alternative suggestion from the Scottish Conservative and Unionist Party.
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76. Steven Paterson MP (9508) opposes the Initial Proposals as they split both
Stirling council area and the city of Stirling between constituencies as there are
close historic, economic, social and cultural links within Stirling.
Local authorities – Initial Consultation
77. Perth & Kinross Council (8472) support the proposed Perthshire constituency but
suggest renaming it Perth and North Perthshire, because Perth is the only city in
Scotland whose name is not included within a constituency name. They also
oppose the proposed Kinross-shire and Cowdenbeath constituency and suggest
designing constituencies based on linking five council areas (Fife, Perth &
Kinross, Clackmannanshire, Falkirk and Stirling council areas). They suggest
creating a Stirling City and Falkirk North constituency (Falkirk wards: 3. Denny
and Bannock, 4 Carse, Kinnaird and Tryst, 5 Bonnybridge and Larbert; Stirling
wards 4 Castle, 6 Stirling East, 7 Bannockburn; and partly Falkirk ward ward 2
Grangemouth); and a Kinross-shire and West Perthshire constituency: Perth &
Kinross ward: 6. Strathearn, 7 Strathallan, 8. Kinross-shire and 9 Almond and
Earn; and Stirling wards 1 Trossachs and Teith, 2 Forth and Endrick, 3 Dunblane
and Bridge of Allan and splitting ward 5 Stirling West).
78. No other Council responded during the consultations.
Councillors – Initial Consultation
79. Stirling Cllr Graham Lambie (8877) opposes the Initial Proposals as they split
Stirling between constituencies. He states: there are historic links and historical
sites within Stirling; the Carse of Forth has close ties with Stirling but the area is
split with the proposed boundary following the River Forth; communities within
Stirling are split; some key local companies would be split from the principal
business and commerce areas on the Springkerse Industrial Estate; the existing
UK and Scottish Parliament constituencies have a similar boundary;
constituencies covering more than one council area would be confusing as there
may be policy variations between the two areas; creates a more urban Stirling
South constituency; and he believes there is no support for the proposals locally.
80. Perth & Kinross Cllr Michael Barnacle (8827) suggests renaming the proposed
Perthshire constituency as Perth and North Perthshire. He opposes the proposed
Kinross-shire and Cowdenbeath constituency because there are no links
between the areas and historically they have never been placed within the same
constituency. He suggests designing constituencies based on linking 5 council
areas (Fife, Perth & Kinross, Clackmannanshire, Falkirk and Stirling council
areas). He also states that the legislation governing the reviews should allow the
Commission to design constituencies based on communities rather than
electoral numbers.
81. Perth & Kinross Cllr Ann Cowan (8195 and 9003) opposes the proposed Kinrossshire and Cowdenbeath constituency because there are no historic, transport or
geographic links between Fife and Perthshire and suggests that Strathearn has
closer links with north Stirlingshire.
82. Perth & Kinross Cllr Ian Miller (7984) supports the proposed Perthshire
constituency but suggests renaming it Perth and North Perthshire.
83. Fife Cllr Gary Guichan (7557) opposes the proposed Kinross-shire and
Cowdenbeath constituency because there are no links between rural Perthshire
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and the urban, industrial former mining area in Fife. They advise the boundary
also splits Health Board areas.
84. Fife Cllr Susan Leslie (7705) opposes the proposed Kinross-shire and
Cowdenbeath constituency because there are no links between Perthshire and
coastal Fife.
Councillors – Secondary Consultation
85. No Councillors responded during the secondary consultation. CHECK
Community Groups – Initial Consultation
86. Earn Community Council (8215) and East Strathearn Community Council (9033)
raised similar concerns in their responses. Both oppose the proposed Kinrossshire and Cowdenbeath constituency stating there are no social, economic,
transport or natural links between west Perthshire and the Cowdenbeath area of
Fife. They suggest creating a constituency that links south Perthshire with
Stirling as there are historic links between these areas and the A9 and A85 roads
connect the areas. They advise Perthshire has closer links with North
Stirlingshire, while Clackmannanshire has closer links with Fife.
87. Strathblane Community Council (8959) oppose the proposals as they split the
city of Stirling between communities. They suggest maintaining a constituency
which contains Stirling and rural Stirlingshire.
Community Groups – Secondary Consultation
88. Larbert, Stenhousemuir and Torwood Community Council (9758) oppose the
proposed Stirling South constituency because it covers a large area and there are
no historic links between Falkirk and Loch Lomond. They believe urban and rural
communities within the area have different needs.
89. Strathblane Community Council (9848) oppose the proposals as they split
Stirling between two constituencies. They also support an alternative suggestion
from a member of the public who suggested an all Scotland constituency design
for all of Scotland based on whole wards.
90. Larbert, Stenhousemuir and Torwood Community Council (9758) oppose the
proposed Stirling South constituency because there are no historic links between
the large urban areas of Larbert and Stenhousemuir and rural areas by Loch
Lomond.

Others – Initial Consultation

91. There were 13 general responses that covered all of Scotland. Of these: 2
provided alternative constituency boundaries, that cover these council areas, 1
overlaps into North Lanarkshire council area (8821) and the other overlaps into
North Lanarkshire, South Lanarkshire and West Lothian council areas (8896); 2
comments supported a reduction in the number of MPs (7570, 7578); and 9
made comments opposing the review or made comments out-with the
legislation (8276, 8171, 7682, 7664, 7662, 7632, 7575, 7549, 7562).
Clackmannanshire
92. A member of the public (7647) supports the proposed Falkirk constituency but
opposes the proposed boundaries by Stirling as they split the city. They suggest
linking Clackmannanshire with the Stirling wards of Dunblane/Bridge of Allan,
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Bannockburn and Carse, Kinnaird and Tryst ward but the suggestion is below the
electorate quota.
Falkirk
93. A member of the public (9181) opposes the proposed Falkirk constituency name
because the constituency boundary is not coterminous with the council area
boundary.
94. A member of the public (8765) opposes the boundary at Skinflats, between the
proposed Falkirk and Stirling South constituencies, because Skinflats looks
towards Grangemouth for local amenities and there are historic ties between the
two areas.
95. A member of the public (8127) opposes the Initial Proposals in the Falkirk area
as they create an urban rural constituency.
96. A member of the public (7553) opposes the division of Falkirk between two
constituencies, stating there are few links between Falkirk and Stirling.
Fife and Perth & Kinross
97. Approximately 170 members of the public in Fife and Perth & Kinross council
areas oppose the proposed Kinross-shire and Cowdenbeath constituency. They
raised the following comments and issues:
 there are no links between rural Perthshire (such as Auchterarder, Crieff,
Comrie, Bridge of Earn) and urban Fife (such as Burntisland, Cowdenbeath,
Kelty, Kirkcaldy, Lochgelly);
 fear that an MP may prioritise issues with electors in urban areas in Fife,
rather than issues raised in rural Perthshire such as farming, tourisim,
broadband;
 concern that it will be difficult to attend MP surgeries due to the large area
of the constituency;
 historically these areas in Perthshire and Fife have never been linked
within the same constituency;
 no economic, education, shopping, historic, natural, social, geographic,
economic, cultural, historic, public transport links between Perthshire and
Fife;
 alternative suggestions to link south Perthshire and Kinross-shire with
north Stirlingshire as these areas have historic links and are linked by the
A9 and A85 roads and by a rail line. Electors in Perthshire also look
towards Dunblane, Stirling or Perth for amenities and not Fife;
 alternative suggestions to link Fife with Clackmannanshire; and
 an area of Kirkcaldy is included within the proposed constituency.
98. Members of the public (7659, 7702, 8565) opposes the Initial Proposals and
wish to retain the existing constituency boundaries.
99. A member of the public (7638) made an alternative suggestion for Fife and Perth
& Kinross council areas. Their suggestion retains the proposed Perthshire
constituency and designs constituencies based on whole wards to create:
Dunfermline & Kinross; Kirkcaldy & Cowdenbeath; Glenrothes; North East Fife &
South Perthshire constituencies.
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100. A member of the public (7749) opposes the Initial Proposals and has
submitted an alternative suggestion for Fife and Perth & Kinross council areas
which they believe better represents communities in Fife. It retains the proposed
Perthshire and Dunfermline and West Fife constituencies and also creates a:
Kirkcaldy & Central Fife; Glenrothes & East Fife; Strathearn or Crieff, Kinross &
North Fife constituencies. They acknowledge that there may be some opposition
to their proposal to split north east Fife between constituencies.
101. A member of the public (7617) suggests creating a constituency that includes
communities on both sides of the Firth of Forth (Rosyth, Inverkeithing, North
Queensferry, South Queensferry, Dalmeny, Newton and potentially Blackness) as
both areas are linked by the Forth bridges. They advise that their suggestion
contains the Fife wards included in the proposed Kinross-shire and
Cowdenbeath constituency.
102. A member of the public (7678) made an alternative suggestion for Fife and
Perth & Kinross council areas. Their suggestion retains the proposed Perthshire
constituency and designs constituencies based on whole wards to create:
Dunfermline; South Tay; Kirkcaldy & Cowdenbeath; and Glenrothes and East
Neuk constituencies.
103. A member of the public (7612) suggests naming the proposed North East Fife
constituency as East Fife. They also oppose the proposed Kinross-shire and
Cowdenbeath constituency and advise that there are no links between central
Fife and Perthshire.
104. A member of the public (9121) suggests naming the proposed Kinross-shire
and Cowdenbeath constituency as South Perthshire, Kinross and Cowdenbeath
as it better reflects the areas of this constituency.
105. A member of the public (7663) suggests re-naming the proposed Perthshire
constituency as Perth and North Perthshire or North Perthshire as these names
better reflect the area. They also suggest renaming the proposed Kinross-shire
and Cowdenbeath constituency as either: Kinross, Cowdenbeath/Mid Fife, and
South Perthshire/Earnside or Kinross, Mid Fife, and Earnside.
Stirling
106. A member of the public (8490) suggests amending the boundary of the
proposed Stirling South constituency to the M876, to place Larbert and
Stenhousemuir within a Falkirk constituency.
107. A member of the public (8928) opposes the Initial Proposals as they create
two constituencies within Stirling council area. They also state that the proposed
Clackmannanshire and Stirling North constituency is over-extended and has few
links between Clackmannanshire and rural Stirling.
108. A member of the public (8922) opposes the Initial Proposals as they split
Stirling between constituencies, breaking local community ties. They advise there
are no geographic, cultural or community links between Stirling and
Clackmannanshire. They also state that the villages of Fallin, Throsk, Plean and
Cowie (known as the Eastern Villages and situated to the east of Stirling) should
not be split between constituencies.
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109. A member of the public (8869) opposes the Initial Proposals as they split
Stirling between constituencies. They advise Dunblane has historic links with
Perthshire and Stirling and no links with Clackmannanshire. They suggest
placing Stirling within a single constituency, and if Dunblane is not included
within a Stirling constituency, then it should be linked with Perthshire and not
Clackmannanshire.
110. A member of the public (8823) opposes the proposals as there are no strong
geographical, historic or communication links within the proposed Stirling South
constituency.
111. A member of the public (8675) opposes the Initial Proposals as they break
community ties in Stirling and Carse.
112. A member of the public (7679) opposes the division of Stirling council area
between constituencies. They suggest creating a constituency that includes
Stirling with Denny and Clackmannanshire with Bo'ness, Grangemouth and partly
Carse, called Clackmannanshire & Falkirk North. The remaining Falkirk wards
would form a Falkirk constituency.
113. A member of the public (7576) opposes the proposed Stirling South
constituency as Larbert and Stenhousemuir have links with Falkirk and no links
with Loch Lomond.

Others – Secondary Consultation

114. There were 4 general responses from the public that covered all of Scotland.
All four (9522, 9602, 9606 and 9617) opposed the proposed reduction of MPs in
Scotland.
Clackmannanshire
115. A member of the public (9512) wishes to retain the existing Stirling
constituency.
Falkirk
116. A member of the public (9736) opposes the Initial Proposals in Falkirk as they
break local ties within the area.
117. A member of the public (9545) states that Larbert, Stenhousemuir, and
Carron are all small conjoined towns with close links with Falkirk and no links
with a rural Stirling South constituency.
Fife and Perth & Kinross
118. A member of the public (9525) added to his earlier comment (7749) that
creates a south Perthshire, Kinross-shire and North Fife constituency. He
acknowledges that the division of Cupar and St Andrews between constituencies
in north east Fife could be seen by some as splitting a historic constituency. He
also supports the comments opposing the proposed Kinross-shire and
Cowdenbeath constituency.
119. A member of the public (9517) supports the comments received during the
initial consultation opposing the proposed Kinross-shire and Cowdenbeath
constituency.
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Stirling
120. A member of the public (9863) opposes the initials proposals as they split
Stirling between two constituencies. They also support an alternative suggestion
from a member of the public who suggested all Scotland constituency design for
all of Scotland based on whole wards.
121. A member of the public (9864) opposes the Initial Proposals as they split
Stirling between two constituencies and the proposed boundary does not follow
any recognisable features. They suggest creating a constituency that links
Stirlingshire with the southern parts of Perthshire. They also support the
suggestion from Perth & Kinross Council to design constituencies within a
grouping of Fife, Clackmannanshire, Stirling, Falkirk and Perth & Kinross council
areas.
122. A member of the public (9521) wishes to retain the existing Stirling
constituency. They also suggest that if there is no change to the Initial Proposals
renaming the proposed Clackmannanshire and Stirling North constituency as
Stirling North and Clackmannanshire as it better reflects the area and the
proposed constituency name could be confusing for the tourism industry.
123. Members of the public (9513, 9515 and 9528) opposes the Initial Proposals
as they split Stirling between two constituencies.
124. A member of the public (9509) opposes the Initial Proposals in Stirling as
they split local ties between Aberfoyle and Balfron, Killearn and Drymen as they
have common problems such as roads and healthcare.
125. A member of the public (10046) opposes the Initial Proposals because the
area of the constituency is too large.
126. A member of the public (9864) opposes the proposed constituency boundary
at Stirling as it does not follow a recognisable boundary. They suggest creating a
constituency that links Perthshire with the Trossachs and Dunblane. They also
support an alternative suggestion to create constituencies based on grouping
Fife, Clackmannanshire, Stirling, Falkirk and Perth & Kinross council areas. They
also suggest creating a constituency that links the western half of Stirling council
area with Crieff and Auchterarder.
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